• 10,000 youth leaders and young
professionals trained
• 350 international youth climate
ambassadors trained
• 400 educators trained
• 350 international global youth
completed the Crossing Borders
Global Studies programme at
Krogerup People’s College
• 60+ international projects in Africa,
Asia, the Middle East and Europe
completed by the end of 2017
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Crossing Borders
Crossing Borders educate and empower
young people to become youth leaders and
active global citizens. Across cultures and
professions, we provide platforms for young
people to cross-fertilise ideas and to form
global associations, networks and communities
worldwide. In a learning environment, where
all participants are encouraged to grow and
learn from one another, we enable youth to
share their best ideas, best products and best
practices. Through engagement and dialogue,
we provide space for the youth to:
zzTake leadership and action;
zzUnderstand the nature and implication of
migration;
zzTurn climate challenges into opportunities;
zzCherish diversity as an asset;
zzShare and engage in good social practices;
zzBuild a worldwide community of youth
inclined towards inclusiveness and fairness
in a global context.

We believe in a world where young people
see themselves and are seen by society as
active global citizens whose human, civic and
social rights are embedded and mainstreamed
in the development policies of their home
countries. Only with greater concerted efforts
allowing young people to join forces, build,
and co-create together, we can develop an
understanding of globalisation to include
respect, mutual understanding, and human
rights—encouraging co-existence, a common
view as humanity and a common heritage.
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In an increasingly globalised and
mutually interdependent world, the
need for face-to-face interaction
among young people of various
backgrounds has never been more
urgent. Enabling young people to
connect and co-create is the core of
Crossing Borders’ day-to-day work.

Designing sustainable cities 2017. IPS
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Global School Service
Offers a global dimension to the school
curriculum in Denmark as a contribution to the
2014 school reform. Through school services,
Crossing Borders brings the global world into
the schools and the schools out into the world.
Facilitated by Crossing Borders international
youth, the school services offer six thematic
workshops, great debate camps and global
days focusing on:
zzMigration and the refugee crisis
zzClimate challenges and solutions
zzPeace and conflict transformation
zzEco-enterprise
zzEurope and democracy
zzIntercultural understanding

International Projects
Focuses on active youth citizenship. These
projects are carefully designed to inspire,
and involve. Currently, Crossing Borders is
implementing the following projects:
zzYouth and governance projects in Uganda
and Zambia aimed at enabling youth to play
active roles in the peaceful election process
and hold their political leaders to task;
zzYouth Climate Ambassadors in Jordan and
Lebanon aimed at training youth to become
climate ambassadors by cross-pollinating
climate challenges and youth unemployment
with solutions in green social enterprises;
zzThe Young Diplomats for Peace and Dialogue
in Georgia and Ukraine project aims to
educate hundreds of young people in these
two post-Soviet States in using dialogue
to pave the way for regional peace and
collaborative co-existence.
zzEmpowering Eco-Entrepreneur start-ups in
Denmark, Sweden and Finland. Through
this project, Crossing Borders is building a
knowledge hub. The knowledge hub is an
innovation space for young entrepreneurs to
share, exchange ideas and showcase their
innovative social solutions.

Global Studies
Crossing Borders Global Studies is an
interdisciplinary course designed for sociallyminded and globally-oriented students from
around the world. Students get the chance
to try out ideas and build their capacity for
activism. Through the course, students discover
a global perspective in all that they do. About
20 youth from around the world participate in
the 4-5-month course that starts in August and
January.

European Volunteer Services
Crossing Borders is accredited by the European
Commission as a coordinating and hosting
organisation of the European Volunteer Service
(EVS). This volunteer programme aims to boost
job opportunities for young people from around
the world. Crossing Borders facilitates up to 15
volunteers annually.

Conferences and Seminars:
zzThematic conferences for teachers;
zzSymposiums on pressing global issues of our
time such as the refugee crisis and young
immigrant inclusion in the EU labour market.
To book Crossing Borders Global School
Service or to participate in our programmes,
contact cb@crossingborders.dk
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What seven young professionals from seven
countries say about Crossing Borders
zzI was in Denmark when I first got acquainted
with Crossing Borders and participated in the
Crossing Borders Great Debate Camp. From there,
my journey with Crossing Borders took off!
Not only did I win as the Best Speaker of that
Competition, but I also learnt about various
Cultures and got to meet so many different
people from various parts of the World. This
Debate Camp helped me discover that I had
the courage to go up in front of an audience
and give a speech, which I wrote by myself
and convey the message quite successfully.
And then, there was no stopping! Now, I am
pursuing four internships simultaneously,
including the Model United Nation, the Global
Shapers Community and de-addiction/rehabilitation
centre in my local community. - Avani Awasthee,
India.

Journalist Bjarke Hartmeyer Christiansen, Denmark

Sienny Thio, Indonesia, Aika
Kawasaki and Momo Inoue, Japan

Aseer Amr, Yemen and Aika Kawasaki, Japan
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zzFor me the Crossing Borders Global Studies
semesters of spring and autumn 2011 were an
unparalleled learning experience and crossculture adventure. The most memorable
experience from Crossing Borders was
facilitating workshops at Danish high schools
across Denmark. This interaction with Danish
youth increased my understanding and enabled
me to practice public speaking and listening
skills. This helped boost my confidence, which
I applied after returning home at a professional
level. The other initiative I launched was to
start Crossing Borders Pakistan in 2011, which
has now some 2,000 followers with all the work
done by volunteers from Pakistan. I think if every
young person had the opportunity to express their
views like in CB, this world would be a better place.
- Bilal Masood, trainer in a premier multinational
company in Pakistan.
zzCurrently I have my own business providing services
for international and governmental organisations.
WOW! CB has created the opportunity for me
for the first time to meet my fellow youth from
the neighbouring countries of Somalia, Eritrea,
South Sudan, North Sudan and Uganda to sit
down and discuss our regional problems. It was
an amazing experience for me to implement the
concept of dialogue with youth from conflicting
torn Horn of Africa. I gained a lot of knowledge
as a national coordinator. CB has also given me
the opportunity to join the Climate Ambassador
training in connection with COP15 in 2009.
This programme enabled me to meet people across
boundaries and to acquire more knowledge on
global warming and to build international networks,
explore new techniques and concepts toward a
sustainable future of our planet! - Eshete Tesfaye,
Ethiopia

zzWhen I think about the life event that led to the
domino effect that resulted in my current station in
life, it all goes back to Crossing Borders. Through
that, I was shaken out of my ethnocentric view
of the world and can now see a sensitive issue
from the perspective of another. My dichotomous
worldview of good and evil was transformed into a
greyer zone. I began to understand the complexity
of political and social issues. CB allowed me to
empathise with all sides of the conflict (Arab-Israeli)
while not losing sight of right and wrong, justice
and oppression. I now dedicate my life to advocacy
and social work; a path I would not have taken
without my transformative experiences at CB. - Sara
Haj Hassan, community organiser, Jordan
zzAs the Palestinian coordinator Crossing Borders in
the last several years, I gained so much knowledge
and got the chance to meet different youth from
Europe, Israel and Arab countries and to learn
about other cultures and conflict resolution and
exchange of personal stories. Crossing Borders
has given many important opportunities to
Israelis and Palestinians through workshops and
seminars on conflict management and journalism
skills. Palestinian youth gained good experience
that paved the way for some of them to become
journalists working in local and international media.
Personally, my experience with CB has given me
access to the Danish media. Now I work with
Danish TV2 as a producer and stringer in their
Middle East Bureau. - Suheri Hashimi, Crossing
Border Coordinator, Palestine

CB climate ambassadors: Kgosi,
South Africa, Khatem and Nancy,
Jordan with Yohanan, Isreal

Journalist Tammam Alkurdi, Kurdistan
and Caroline Ottesen, Denmark

Journalist Fakhria Ali, Yemen

zzI am involved in a community theatre company as
an art director and as a performer. The best thing
about Crossing Borders is the people you encounter.
You get to meet so many interesting people, you
learn how to listen, and have the advantage of
hearing the same story you have lived from a
completely different point of view. Crossing Borders
taught me that it takes time to reach people who
are different from you; that there is no single truth,
and trying to find it will never lead to a solution. It
made me a more forgiving person and even affected
me as a performer. The knowledge that we do not
all share the same story allowed me to create more
real and relatable characters, who inhabit their own
version of reality with conviction. I frequently share
my experiences and the things I learned from my
time in Crossing Borders with those around me. Sharon Zehavi, graphic designer and Photoshop
artist, Israel/Canada
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With some 10,000 young
alumni and 400 teachers from
around the globe, Crossing
Borders boasts a unique
pool of youth to support
its outreach and further
education of youth. For
Crossing Borders, educating
and offering hope to young
people is the best way to
give them an alternative to
violence and desperation.
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Method
Crossing Borders methods are based on the
belief that the target groups must be involved
in the processes aiming to enable them to take
the lead. The idea is to provide the space,
facilities and facilitators to allow the target
group to pool together and create solutions to
social challenges, thereby building the futures
in which they wish to live.
Our programmes are always designed to
enable participant collaboration and to make
all voices heard. Thus, the programmes
revolve around the following key elements:

Our methods have been effectively practiced
by youth in the Middle East, youth in the Horn
of Africa and Caucasus.
Crossing Borders bi-annual magazine,
publishes a quarterly newsletter, video and film
projects serve as examples of the collaborative
efforts that lead to joint ownership and shared
responsibility.

zzStarting on common ground, such as
professional background or interests;
zzStimulating learning while creating a
safe space, characterised by respect and
inclusion;
zzProviding solid input when introducing the
topic at hand;
zzEncouraging active and ongoing
engagement of everyone ;
zzCreating concrete and joint outcomes with
both immediate and long term benefit to
the participants and their communities.

Christina Inninger, Germany and Bahar Jasim, Iraq
in a collaborative icebreaker

Kata Molnar, Hungary prepares a workshop
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The growing networks of
Crossing Borders associations
around the world include 50
national youth coordinators
in 50 countries such as
Afghanistan, India, Indonesia,
the US, Kenya, South Africa,
Myanmar, Pakistan, Japan,
China, Gambia, Kenya, Uganda,
Ghana, Jordan, Lebanon and
Tunisia, providing special
niches for expanding the
educational offerings of
Crossing Borders.

Journalist film director, Hasna al Ghaoui, Hungary/Syria
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Organisation
Executive Board

Secretariat
The Director heads the
team of international
programme coordinators, an
accountant, volunteer youth
facilitators, mentors and
social media consultants.

Consists of seven members
representing civil society,
public and private sectors. The
board members come from
different cultural, academic
and professional backgrounds.

CB Founder and Director
Garba Diallo
Krogerup Højskole
Mauritania

Board Chair: Vibeke Quaade
Senior Communications
Advisor, Danida Fellowship
Centre, Denmark.

National Coordinators around the globe

International Advisory
Board

Crossing Borders has appointed 50 National
Coordinators among its alumni in 50 selected
countries to represent the organisation. The national
coordinators comprise highly qualified young
professionals from amongst the largest countries
such as China, India, USA, Brazil and Indonesia.
Furthermore, coordinators come from some of
the emerging and rapidly developing countries
including Ethiopia, Egypt, the Philippines, South
Africa, Kenya and Ghana. Finally, the coordinators
also represent some of the smallest countries,
yet dynamic countries such as Lebanon and
the Maldives. The national coordinators provide
information about the opportunities Crossing
Borders offer young people in different fields.

Consists of twelve eminent
members from the business,
public and civil society
sectors. The Advisory Board
is an idea bank for the
Crossing Borders Secretariat
and Board, using its business
skills, contacts and good will
to support Crossing Borders
towards its goals.
Advisory Board Chair:
Mariano A. Davies, President
& CEO, BOSS Certification UK
Limited. United Kingdom

Funding sources
Since its inception in 1999, Crossing Borders has received grant funding from:
zzDanish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
zzCivil Society Fund, under the Danish Ministry of Foreign Affairs
zzEU Partnership for Peace Programme
zzEU Erasmus Plus Programmes
zzAnna Lindh Foundation
zzNordic Council Cultural Fund
zzEU Grundtvig Lifelong Learning Programme
zzEU Fundamental Rights
zzHermod Lanung Foundation in Denmark
zzPolitiken’s Foundation
zzNorwegian People to People Programme in Jerusalem
zzUS Embassy in Tel Aviv
zzUNESCO Participation Programme
Other sources of funding
zzCB School Services, through which municipalities pay annual membership fees
zzSchool membership fees
zzIndividual membership fees
To become a member, volunteer or intern: cb@crossingborders.dk
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My support of Crossing Borders is motivated by the fact that
Crossing Borders’ vision, mission, programmes and methods
resonate with the principles of the African Philosophy of
Ubuntu. According to Ubuntu, our humanity is mutually
interdependent regardless of cultural, geographical and
religious differences. Our motto is UNITY in DIVERSITY!
Ambassador Zindzi Mandela, Patron of Crossing Borders,

Contact
Crossing Borders,
registration number 32166121
Phone: +45 21639432
Email: cb@crossingborders.dk
www. crossingborders.dk

Crossing Borders,
Humlebæk
Krogerupvej 9
DK-3050 Humlebaek
Denmark

Crossing Borders,
Ubuntu House
Købmagergade 43
DK 1150 Copenhagen K
Denmark

